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Motivation

• Distributed systems benefit when communications 
latency is minimized

• Explicit measurement is often too much overhead 
(it’s a form of latency/bandwidth consumption itself)

• Latency prediction should be light-weight, accurate, 
adaptive to changing topology, and distributed 
(relying on local knowledge alone)



Key observations

• Geographical distance dominates latency (but only 
roughly approximates actual latency)

• Some nodes have high latency anywhere (slow/
congested links)

• Modeling latency error between nodes as pressure on 
a spring has nice properties



Vivaldi architecture

• Maps nodes into a simple coordinate system, where 
distance between coordinates predicts latency

• Gets latency measurements passively, from 
underlying protocol (relies on steady traffic, 
reasonable distribution between local and remote 
nodes)

• Constantly adjusts node coordinates according to 
latency error feedback

• Completely distributed: coordinates are relative to a 
handful of known neighbours



Technique

• Minimize global error, calculated as the squared 
difference between actual and predicted latency for 
every pair of neighbours

• This produces spring dynamics (responds quickly, 
stabilises quickly too)

• No simple coordinate system can avoid error, even 
if measurements were perfect and consistent (eg 
because real latencies violate triangle inequality)



Coordinate System

• There isn’t one obviously best coordinate system 
(spherical? 2D? 3D? 10D?).

• Vivaldi only requires a coordinate abstraction: 
magnitude, addition and subtraction of coordinates 
to produce distances

• After some experimentation, the authors believe a 
planar system with a height metric is suitable (more 
later)



• Error is modeled as spring tension. To minimize error, 
adjust coordinates by simulating spring movement:

General algorithm

symmetric in nature and do not inherently have special, reli-

able hosts that are candidates for landmarks.

• Minimizing probe traffic. An ideal synthetic coordinate sys-

tem would not introduce any additional network traffic, but

would be able to gather whatever information it needed from

the application’s existing communication.

• Adapting to changing network conditions. The relative loca-

tion of a host in a network may change due to congestion or

even reconfiguration of the network. The system should be

able to adjust the coordinates of hosts periodically to respond

to these changes.

A number of existing synthetic coordinate systems address some

of these challenges, but none addresses them all, as Section 6 dis-

cusses.

The primary contribution of this paper is a decentralized, low-

overhead, adaptive synthetic coordinate system, Vivaldi, that com-

putes coordinates which predict Internet latencies with low error.

Vivaldi was developed for and is used by the Chord peer-to-peer

lookup system which uses coordinates to avoid contacting distant

hosts when performing a lookup [7].

This paper extends earlier descriptions of Vivaldi [4, 5] and con-

siders new variations, particularly a coordinate space that includes

the notion of a directionless height that improves the prediction ac-

curacy of the system on data sets derived from measurements of

the Internet. Height is included to capture transmission delays on

the access links of single-homed hosts. A detailed evaluation using

a simulator driven with actual Internet latencies between 1740 In-

ternet hosts shows that Vivaldi achieves errors as low as GNP [17],

a landmark-based coordinate system, even though Vivaldi has no

notion of landmarks.

A further contribution of this paper is that coordinates drawn

from a two-dimensional Euclidean model with a height can accu-

rately predict latency between the 1740 Internet hosts. Simulations

show that this model is better than 2- or 3-dimensional Euclidean

models or a spherical model. These findings suggest that the fol-

lowing properties hold in the data set: inter-host RTT is dominated

by geographic distance, the Internet core does not “wrap around”

the Earth to any significant extent, and the time required to traverse

an access-link is often a significant fraction of total RTT.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

the Vivaldi algorithm. Section 3 describes the methodology for

evaluating Vivaldi. Section 4 presents the results from evaluating

Vivaldi. Section 5 investigates different models to embed the In-

ternet. Section 6 discusses the related work that led us to Vivaldi.

Finally, section 7 summarizes our conclusions.

2. ALGORITHM
Vivaldi assigns each host synthetic coordinates in a coordinate

space, attempting to assign coordinates such that the distance in the

coordinate space between two hosts accurately predicts the packet

transmission RTT between the hosts. No low-dimensional coordi-

nate space would allow Vivaldi to predict RTTs between Internet

hosts exactly, because, for example, Internet latencies violate the

triangle inequality. The algorithm instead attempts to find coordi-

nates that minimize the error of predictions.

We first describe this prediction error in more detail and briefly

discuss possible coordinate systems. Then, we show a simple cen-

tralized algorithm that finds coordinates that minimize a squared

error function given complete knowledge of RTTs in the network.

Then we present a simple distributed algorithm that computes co-

ordinates based on measurements from each node to a few other

nodes. Finally, we refine this distributed algorithm to converge

quickly to accurate coordinates.

2.1 Prediction error
Let Li j be the actual RTT between nodes i and j, and xi be the

coordinates assigned to node i. We can characterize the errors in

the coordinates using a squared-error function:

E =
∑
i

∑
j

(
Li j −

∥∥∥xi − x j
∥∥∥)2 (1)

where
∥∥∥xi − x j

∥∥∥ is the distance between the coordinates of nodes i
and j in the chosen coordinate space. Other systems choose to min-

imize a different quantity; PIC [3], for instance, minimizes squared

relative error. We chose the squared error function because it has

an analogue to the displacement in a physical mass-spring system:

minimizing the energy in a spring network is equivalent to mini-

mizing the squared-error function.

2.2 Synthetic coordinate structure
Algorithms can choose the structure of coordinates and the dis-

tance function that determines the predicted latency given two co-

ordinates. Coordinates should be compact and it should be easy to

compute an RTT prediction given two coordinates. The simplest

choice is to use n-dimensional coordinates with the standard Eu-

clidean distance function. Spherical, toroidal, hyperbolic and other

coordinate structures have also been proposed (e.g., [27]). These

coordinate systems use alternative distance functions in the hope

that they predict latency better. Section 5 will present the height-

vector coordinates that we propose. In the remainder of this section,

however, we will present algorithms that work with any coordinate

system that supports the magnitude, addition, and subtraction oper-

ations.

2.3 Centralized algorithm
We first describe a simple, centralized algorithm than can mini-

mize Equation 1. Vivaldi is a distributed version of this algorithm.

Given our choice of E, simulating of a network of physical springs

produces coordinates that minimize E.

Conceptually, this minimization places a spring between each

pair of nodes (i, j) with a rest length set to the known RTT (Li j).

The current length of the spring is considered to be the distance

between the nodes in the coordinate space. The potential energy of

such a spring is proportional to the square of the displacement from

its rest length: the sum of these energies over all springs is exactly

the error function we want to minimize.

Since the squared-error function is equivalent to spring energy,

we can minimize it by simulating the movements of nodes under

the spring forces. While the minimum energy configuration of the

spring system corresponds to the minimum error coordinate assign-

ment, it is not guaranteed that the simulation will find this global

minimum: the system may come to rest in a local minimum.

This approach to minimization mirrors work on model recon-

struction [11] and a similar recent coordinate approach using force

fields [26].

We will now describe the centralized algorithm more precisely.

Define Fi j to be the force vector that the spring between nodes i

and j exerts on node i. From Hooke’s law we can show that F is:

Fi j =
(
Li j −

∥∥∥xi − x j
∥∥∥) × u(xi − x j).

The scalar quantity
(
Li j −

∥∥∥xi − x j
∥∥∥) is the displacement of the

spring from rest. This quantity gives the magnitude of the force ex-

// Input: latency matrix and initial coordinates

// Output: more accurate coordinates in x

compute coordinates(L, x)

while (error (L, x) > tolerance)

foreach i

F = 0

foreach j

// Compute error/force of this spring. (1)

e = Li j − ‖xi − x j‖

// Add the force vector of this spring to the total force. (2)

F = F + e × u(xi − x j)

// Move a small step in the direction of the force. (3)

xi = xi + t × F

Figure 1: The centralized algorithm.

erted by the spring on i and j (we will ignore the spring constant).

The unit vector u(xi − x j) gives the direction of the force on i. Scal-

ing this vector by the force magnitude calculated above gives the

force vector that the spring exerts on node i.

The net force on i (Fi) is the sum of the forces from other nodes:

Fi =
∑
j!i

Fi j.

To simulate the spring network’s evolution the algorithm consid-

ers small intervals of time. At each interval, the algorithm moves

each node (xi) a small distance in the coordinate space in the direc-

tion of Fi and then recomputes all the forces. The coordinates at

the end of a time interval are:

xi = xi + Fi × t,

where t is the length of the time interval. The size of t determines

how far a node moves at each time interval. Finding an appropriate

t is important in the design of Vivaldi.

Figure 1 presents the pseudocode for the centralized algorithm.

For each node i in the system, compute coordinates computes the

force on each spring connected to i (line 1) and adds that force

to the total force on i (line 2). After all of the forces have been

added together, i moves a small distance in the direction of the

force (line 3). This process is repeated until the system converges

to coordinates that predict error well.

This centralized algorithm (and the algorithms that will build on

it) finds coordinates that minimize squared error because the force

function we chose (Hooke’s law) defines a force that is proportional

to displacement. If we chose a different force function, a different

error function would be minimized. For instance, if spring force

were a constant regardless of displacement, this algorithm would

minimize the sum of (unsquared) errors.

2.4 The simple Vivaldi algorithm
The centralized algorithm described in Section 2.3 computes co-

ordinates for all nodes given all RTTs. Here we extend the algo-

rithm so that each node computes and continuously adjusts its co-

ordinates based only on measured RTTs from the node to a handful

of other nodes and the current coordinates of those nodes.

Each node participating in Vivaldi simulates its own movement

in the spring system. Each node maintains its own current coor-

dinates, starting with coordinates at the origin. Whenever a node

communicates with another node, it measures the RTT to that node

and also learns that node’s current coordinates.

The input to the distributed Vivaldi algorithm is a sequence of

// Node i has measured node j to be rtt ms away,

// and node j says it has coordinates x j.

simple vivaldi(rtt, x j)

// Compute error of this sample. (1)

e = rtt − ‖xi − x j‖

// Find the direction of the force the error is causing. (2)

dir = u(xi − x j)

// The force vector is proportional to the error (3)

f = dir × e

// Move a a small step in the direction of the force. (4)

xi = xi + δ × dir

Figure 2: The simple Vivaldi algorithm, with a constant

timestep δ.

such samples. In response to a sample, a node allows itself to be

pushed for a short time step by the corresponding spring; each of

these movements reduce the node’s error with respect to one other

node in the system. As nodes continually communicate with other

nodes, they converge to coordinates that predict RTT well.

When node i with coordinates xi learns about node j with coor-

dinates x j and measured RTT rtt, it updates its coordinates using

the update rule:

xi = xi + δ ×
(
rtt − ‖xi − x j‖

)
× u(xi − x j).

This rule is identical to the individual forces calculated in the

inner loop of the centralized algorithm.

Because all nodes start at the same location, Vivaldi must sep-

arate them somehow. Vivaldi does this by defining u(0) to be a

unit-length vector in a randomly chosen direction. Two nodes oc-

cupying the same location will have a spring pushing them away

from each other in some arbitrary direction.

Figure 2 shows the pseudocode for this distributed algorithm.

The simple vivaldi procedure is called whenever a new RTT mea-

surement is available. simple vivaldi is passed an RTT measure-

ment to the remote node and the remote node’s coordinates. The

procedure first calculates the error in its current prediction to the

target node (line 1). The node will move towards or away from the

target node based on the magnitude of this error; lines 2 and 3 find

the direction (the force vector created by the algorithm’s imagined

spring) the node should move. Finally, the node moves a fraction

of the distance to the target node in line 4, using a constant timestep

(δ).

This algorithm effectively implements a weighted moving aver-

age that is biased toward more recent samples. To avoid this bias,

each node could maintain a list of every sample it has ever received,

but since all nodes in the system are constantly updating their co-

ordinates, old samples eventually become outdated. Further, main-

taining such a list would not scale to systems with large numbers

of nodes.

2.5 An adaptive timestep
The main difficulty in implementing Vivaldi is ensuring that it

converges to coordinates that predict RTT well. The rate of conver-

gence is governed by the δ timestep: large δ values cause Vivaldi to

adjust coordinates in large steps. However, if all Vivaldi nodes use

large δ values, the result is typically oscillation and failure to con-

verge to useful coordinates. Intuitively, a large δ causes nodes to

jump back and forth across low energy valleys that a smaller delta

would explore.

An additional challenge is handling nodes that have a high error

At each interval, move coordinate towards Fi, 

recompute all forces



Distributed algorithm

• Each node receives neighbour coordinates as well as 
latency measurement at every communication

• At every sample, adjust own coordinates a small 
amount according to neighbour’s push

• If two nodes occupy the same position, push away in 
a random direction (handles starting condition: all 
nodes at 0)



Adaptive timestep

• How far should a node move in response to one 
sample? Large movements respond quickly, but 
produce oscillation

• Some nodes measure latency more accurately than 
others

• Adjust increment according to self-evaluation of 
measurement accuracy (accurate measurements 
reduce movement size)



• Accuracy is a moving average of the difference between 
predicted latency and actual

• Accuracy of neighbour affects force vector, so adjustment 
should scale according to local and remote accuracy

Adaptive timestep 2

in their coordinates. If a node n communicates with some node

that has coordinates that predict RTTs badly, any update that n

makes based on those coordinates is likely to increase prediction

error rather than decrease it.

We would like to obtain both fast convergence and avoidance of

oscillation. Vivaldi does this by varying δ depending on how certain

the node is about its coordinates (we will discuss how a node main-

tains an estimate of the accuracy of its coordinates in Section 2.6).

When a node is still learning its rough place in the network (as hap-

pens, for example, when the node first joins), larger values of δ will

help it move quickly to an approximately correct position. Once

there, smaller values of δ will help it refine its position.

A simple adaptive δ might use a constant fraction (cc < 1) of the

node’s estimated error:

δ = cc × local error

δ can be viewed as the fraction of the way the node is allowed to

move toward the perfect position for the current sample. If a node

predicts its error to be within ±5%, then it won’t move more than

5% toward a corrected position. On the other hand, if its error is

large (say, ±100%), then it will eagerly move all the way to the

corrected position.

A problem with setting δ to the prediction error is that it doesn’t

take into account the accuracy of the remote node’s coordinates. If

the remote node has an accuracy of ±50%, then it should be given

less credence than a remote node with an accuracy of ±5%. Vivaldi

implements this timestep:

δ = cc ×
local error

local error + remote error
(2)

Using this δ, an accurate node sampling an inaccurate node will

not move much, an inaccurate node sampling an accurate node will

move a lot, and two nodes of similar accuracy will split the differ-

ence.

Computing the timestep in this way provides the properties we

desire: quick convergence, low oscillation, and resilience against

high-error nodes.

2.6 Estimating accuracy
The adaptive timestep described above requires that nodes have a

running estimate of how accurate their coordinates are. Each node

compares each new measured RTT sample with the predicted RTT,

and maintains a moving average of recent relative errors (absolute

error divided by actual latency). As in the computation of δ, the

weight of each sample is determined by the ratio between the pre-

dicted relative error of the local node and of the node being sam-

pled. In our experiments, the estimate is always within a small

constant factor of the actual error. Finding more accurate and more

elegant error predictors is future work, but this rough prediction

has been sufficient to support the parts of the algorithm (such as the

timestep) that depend on it.

2.7 The Vivaldi algorithm
Figure 3 shows pseudocode for Vivaldi. The vivaldi procedure

computes the weight of a sample based on local and remote error

(line 1). The algorithm must also track the local relative error. It

does this using a weighted moving average (lines 2 and 3). The re-

mainder of the Vivaldi algorithm is identical to the simple version.

Vivaldi is fully distributed: an identical vivaldi procedure runs

on every node. It is also efficient: each sample provides informa-

tion that allows a node to update its coordinates. Because Vivaldi

is constantly updating coordinates, it is reactive; if the underlying

// Incorporate new information: node j has been

// measured to be rtt ms away, has coordinates x j,

// and an error estimate of e j.

//

// Our own coordinates and error estimate are xi and ei.

//

// The constants ce and cc are tuning parameters.

vivaldi(rtt, x j, e j)

// Sample weight balances local and remote error. (1)

w = ei/(ei + e j)

// Compute relative error of this sample. (2)

es =
∣∣∣‖xi − x j‖ − rtt

∣∣∣/rtt

// Update weighted moving average of local error. (3)

ei = es × ce × w + ei × (1 − ce × w)

// Update local coordinates. (4)

δ = cc × w

xi = xi + δ ×
(
rtt − ‖xi − x j‖

)
× u(xi − x j)

Figure 3: The Vivaldi algorithm, with an adaptive timestep.

topology changes, nodes naturally update their coordinates accord-

ingly. Finally, it handles high-error nodes. The next sections evalu-

ate how well Vivaldi achieves these properties experimentally and

investigate what coordinate space best fits the Internet.

3. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The experiments are conducted using a packet-level network sim-

ulator running with RTT data collected from the Internet. This sec-

tion presents the details of the framework used for the experiments.

3.1 Latency data
The Vivaldi simulations are driven by a matrix of inter-host In-

ternet RTTs; Vivaldi computes coordinates using a subset of the

RTTs, and the full matrix is needed to evaluate the quality of pre-

dictions made by those coordinates.

We use two different data sets derived from measurements of a

real network. The first and smaller data set involves 192 hosts on

the PlanetLab network test bed [20]. These measurements were

taken from a public PlanetLab all-pairs-pings trace [28].

The second data set involves 1740 Internet DNS servers. We

built a tool based on the King method [10] to collect the full matrix

of RTTs. To determine the distance between DNS server A and

server B, we first measure the round trip time to server A and then

ask server A to recursively resolve a domain served by B. The dif-

ference in times between the two operations yields an estimate of

the round trip time between A and B (see Figure 4). Each query

involves a unique target name to suppress DNS caching.

We harvested the addresses of recursive DNS servers by ex-

tracting the NS records for IP addresses of hosts participating in

a Gnutella network. If a domain is served by multiple, geograph-

ically diverse name servers, queries targeted at domain D (and in-

tended for name server B) could be forwarded to a different name

server, C, which also serves D. To avoid this error, we filtered the

list of target domains and name servers to include only those do-

mains where all authoritative name servers are on the same subnet

(i.e. the IP addresses of the name servers are identical except for

the low octet). We also verified that the target nameservers were re-

sponsible for the associated names by performing a non-recursive



Evaluation

• Two datasets:

• 192-node PlanetLab simulation, where latencies are 
measured by direct pair pings

• 1740 public DNS servers, pair 
latency measured using King 
method (measure latency from 
observer to DNS server A, ask A to 
recursively query B. The latency 
between A and B is the 
difference.)

• RTT measured continuously over one week, median 
used (jitter not reported)

Figure 4: It is possible to measure the distance between two name-

servers by timing two DNS queries. The first query (1) is for a name in

the domain of nameserver A. This returns the latency to the first name-

server. The second query is for a name in the domain nameserver B

(2) but is sent initially to the recursive nameserver A. The difference

between the latency of (1) and (2) is the latency between nameserver A

and B.

query for that name and checking for the “aa” bit in the response

header, which indicates an authoritative answer.

We measured pairwise RTTs continuously, at random intervals,

over the course of a week. Around 100 million measurements were

made in total. We compute the final RTT for a given pair as the

median of all trials. Using the median RTT filters out the effects

of transient congestion and packet loss. Other measurement stud-

ies [17] have used the minimum measured RTT to eliminate con-

gestion effects; this approach is not appropriate for the King tech-

nique since congestion can cause measured RTT to be higher or

lower than the true value. King can report a RTT lower than the

true value if there is congestion on the path to the first nameserver.

Some nameservers were obvious outliers in the data set: the la-

tency to these servers was equal and small from all hosts. This in-

accuracy could be the result of high load on the nameservers them-

selves or heavy queuing near the servers. If load or queuing at name

server A adds a delay that is significantly larger than the network

latency, the initial query (to A) and recursive query (via A to B) will

require roughly the same amount of time and the estimated latency

between that server and any other server will be near zero.

We identified these servers by the disproportionate number of

triangle inequality violations they participated in. These servers

were removed from the data set. About 10 percent of the original

nodes were removed in this way.

The PlanetLab nodes span the globe, but most are located at

North American universities with fast Internet2 connections. The

King nodes are all name servers, and thus still likely to be well

connected to the Internet, but the servers are more geographically

diverse than the PlanetLab nodes. The median RTT of the Planet-

Lab data set is 76ms and of the King data set is 159ms.

We also used two synthetic data sets. The grid data set is con-

structed to provide a perfect two-dimensional fit; this data set is

created by assigning two-dimensional coordinates to each node and

using the Euclidean distances between nodes to generate the ma-

trix. When fitting this data set, Vivaldi recovers the coordinates up

to rotation and translation.

We also use the ITM topology generation tool [2] to generate

topologies. The latency between two nodes in this data set is found

by finding the shortest path through the weighted graph that ITM

generates. This data set allows us to explore how topology changes

affect Vivaldi.
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Figure 5: The effect of δ on rate of convergence. In (a), δ is set

to one of a range of constants. In (b), δ is calculated with Equa-

tion 2, with cc values ranging from 0.01 to 1.0. The adaptive δ

causes errors to decrease faster.

3.2 Using the data
We used the RTT matrices as inputs to a packet-level network

simulator [9]. The simulator delays each packet transmission by

half the time specified in the RTT matrix. Each node runs an in-

stance of Vivaldi which sends RPCs to other nodes, measures the

RTTs, and uses those RTTs to run the decentralized Vivaldi algo-

rithm.

We define the error of a link as the absolute difference between

the predicted RTT for the link (using the coordinates for the two

nodes at the ends of the link) and the actual RTT. We define the

error of a node as the median of the link errors for links involving

that node. We define the error of the system as the median of the

node errors for all nodes in the system.

The main limitation of the simulator is that the RTTs do not vary

over time: the simulator does not model queuing delay or changes

in routing. Doing this typically requires modeling the underlying

structure of the network. Since this research involves evaluating

models for the structure of the network, it seems safest to stick to

real, if unchanging, data rather than model a model.

In all of the experiments using the simulator, each node measures

a RTT to some other node once each second.

4. EVALUATION
This section examines (1) the effectiveness of the adaptive time-

step δ; (2) how well Vivaldi handles high-error nodes; (3) Vivaldi’s

sensitivity to communication patterns, in order to characterize the

types of network applications that can use Vivaldi without addi-

tional probe traffic; (4) Vivaldi’s responsiveness to network changes;

and (5) Vivaldi’s accuracy compared to that of GNP. The exper-

iments presented in this section use Euclidean coordinates; Sec-

tion 5 investigates other coordinate systems.

4.1 Time-Step choice
Section 2.5 claimed that too large a time-step could result in os-

cillating coordinates with poor ability to predict latency, and that

small time-steps would result in slow convergence time. To eval-

uate this intuition we simulated Vivaldi on the King data set using

3-dimensional Euclidean coordinates.

Figure 5(a) plots the progress of the simulation using various

constant values of δ. The plot shows the median prediction error

as a function of time. Small values of δ, such as 0.001, cause slow

convergence; increasing δ to 0.01 causes faster convergence; but

increasing δ again to 1.0 prevents Vivaldi from finding low-error



Evaluation: timestep
Adaptive timestep 
stabilizes new 
network better than 
fixed

Also has a dramatic 
effect on stability 
when new nodes join

Figure 4: It is possible to measure the distance between two name-

servers by timing two DNS queries. The first query (1) is for a name in

the domain of nameserver A. This returns the latency to the first name-

server. The second query is for a name in the domain nameserver B

(2) but is sent initially to the recursive nameserver A. The difference

between the latency of (1) and (2) is the latency between nameserver A

and B.

query for that name and checking for the “aa” bit in the response

header, which indicates an authoritative answer.

We measured pairwise RTTs continuously, at random intervals,

over the course of a week. Around 100 million measurements were

made in total. We compute the final RTT for a given pair as the

median of all trials. Using the median RTT filters out the effects

of transient congestion and packet loss. Other measurement stud-

ies [17] have used the minimum measured RTT to eliminate con-

gestion effects; this approach is not appropriate for the King tech-

nique since congestion can cause measured RTT to be higher or

lower than the true value. King can report a RTT lower than the

true value if there is congestion on the path to the first nameserver.

Some nameservers were obvious outliers in the data set: the la-

tency to these servers was equal and small from all hosts. This in-

accuracy could be the result of high load on the nameservers them-

selves or heavy queuing near the servers. If load or queuing at name

server A adds a delay that is significantly larger than the network

latency, the initial query (to A) and recursive query (via A to B) will

require roughly the same amount of time and the estimated latency

between that server and any other server will be near zero.

We identified these servers by the disproportionate number of

triangle inequality violations they participated in. These servers

were removed from the data set. About 10 percent of the original

nodes were removed in this way.

The PlanetLab nodes span the globe, but most are located at

North American universities with fast Internet2 connections. The

King nodes are all name servers, and thus still likely to be well

connected to the Internet, but the servers are more geographically

diverse than the PlanetLab nodes. The median RTT of the Planet-

Lab data set is 76ms and of the King data set is 159ms.

We also used two synthetic data sets. The grid data set is con-

structed to provide a perfect two-dimensional fit; this data set is

created by assigning two-dimensional coordinates to each node and

using the Euclidean distances between nodes to generate the ma-

trix. When fitting this data set, Vivaldi recovers the coordinates up

to rotation and translation.

We also use the ITM topology generation tool [2] to generate

topologies. The latency between two nodes in this data set is found

by finding the shortest path through the weighted graph that ITM

generates. This data set allows us to explore how topology changes

affect Vivaldi.
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Figure 5: The effect of δ on rate of convergence. In (a), δ is set

to one of a range of constants. In (b), δ is calculated with Equa-

tion 2, with cc values ranging from 0.01 to 1.0. The adaptive δ

causes errors to decrease faster.

3.2 Using the data
We used the RTT matrices as inputs to a packet-level network

simulator [9]. The simulator delays each packet transmission by

half the time specified in the RTT matrix. Each node runs an in-

stance of Vivaldi which sends RPCs to other nodes, measures the

RTTs, and uses those RTTs to run the decentralized Vivaldi algo-

rithm.

We define the error of a link as the absolute difference between

the predicted RTT for the link (using the coordinates for the two

nodes at the ends of the link) and the actual RTT. We define the

error of a node as the median of the link errors for links involving

that node. We define the error of the system as the median of the

node errors for all nodes in the system.

The main limitation of the simulator is that the RTTs do not vary

over time: the simulator does not model queuing delay or changes

in routing. Doing this typically requires modeling the underlying

structure of the network. Since this research involves evaluating

models for the structure of the network, it seems safest to stick to

real, if unchanging, data rather than model a model.

In all of the experiments using the simulator, each node measures

a RTT to some other node once each second.

4. EVALUATION
This section examines (1) the effectiveness of the adaptive time-

step δ; (2) how well Vivaldi handles high-error nodes; (3) Vivaldi’s

sensitivity to communication patterns, in order to characterize the

types of network applications that can use Vivaldi without addi-

tional probe traffic; (4) Vivaldi’s responsiveness to network changes;

and (5) Vivaldi’s accuracy compared to that of GNP. The exper-

iments presented in this section use Euclidean coordinates; Sec-

tion 5 investigates other coordinate systems.

4.1 Time-Step choice
Section 2.5 claimed that too large a time-step could result in os-

cillating coordinates with poor ability to predict latency, and that

small time-steps would result in slow convergence time. To eval-

uate this intuition we simulated Vivaldi on the King data set using

3-dimensional Euclidean coordinates.

Figure 5(a) plots the progress of the simulation using various

constant values of δ. The plot shows the median prediction error

as a function of time. Small values of δ, such as 0.001, cause slow

convergence; increasing δ to 0.01 causes faster convergence; but

increasing δ again to 1.0 prevents Vivaldi from finding low-error
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Figure 6: The evolution of a stable 200-node network after 200 new nodes join. When using a constant δ, the new nodes confuse

the old nodes, which scatter until the system as a whole has re-converged. In contrast, the adaptive δ (Equation 2) allows new nodes

to fi nd their places quickly without disturbing the established order. The graph plots link errors for constant (dotted) and adaptive

(solid) δ. At t = 1, the lower line in each pair is the median error among the initial nodes. The higher line in each pair is the median

error among all pairs. The constant δ system converges more slowly than the adaptive system, disrupting the old nodes signifi cantly

in the process.

coordinates. The reason for the high average error is that the high

δ causes the coordinates to oscillate in large steps around the best

values.

In Figure 5(b) we repeat the experiment using δ as computed in

Equation 2. The data show the effectiveness of using a large δwhen

a node’s error is high (to converge quickly) and a small δ when a

node’s error is low (to minimize the node’s oscillation around good

coordinates). Empirically, a cc value of 0.25 yields both quick error

reduction and low oscillation.

4.2 Robustness against high-error nodes
Ideally, Vivaldi would cope well with large numbers of newly-

joined nodes with inconsistent coordinates. Vivaldi’s adaptive δ

should address this problem: when a node joins, it knows its rel-

ative error is quite large, and so when it communicates with other

nodes, those other nodes will approach it with appropriate skepti-

cism.

Figure 6 shows the results of a simulation to test this hypothe-

sis. The simulation uses the two-dimensional grid data set to make

it easy to visualize the evolution of the system. The simulation

started with 200 nodes that already knew coordinates that predicted

latency well. Then we added 200 new nodes to the system and let

the system evolve, using δ = 0.05 in one case and Equation 2 with

cc = 0.25 in the other. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the two

systems as well as the error over time. After a few iterations us-

ing the constant δ metric, the initial structure of the system has

been destroyed, a result of wise old nodes placing too much faith in

young high-error nodes. Because the initial structure is destroyed,

existing nodes can no longer use the current coordinates of other

existing nodes to predict latency until the system re-converges.

In contrast, the adaptive δ preserves the established order, help-

ing the new nodes find their places faster. Also, because the struc-

ture of the original nodes is preserved while new nodes join, those

nodes can continue to use current coordinates to make accurate pre-

dictions to other original nodes. Finally, the convergence time of

the new nodes is significantly faster; they converge at t = 60 using

the relative time-step versus t ≈ 250 using the constant δ.

4.3 Communication patterns
As presented, Vivaldi relies on samples obtained from traffic

generated by the application using it. To understand the range of

systems in which this approach is appropriate, wemust characterize

the sampling necessary for accurate computation of coordinates.

Figure 7: A pathological case showing the possible effect of

communication patterns on the chosen coordinates. In the fi rst

case, nodes only contact their four nearest neighbors, allowing

the resulting coordinates to twist over long distances. In the

second case, nodes contact distant nodes as well, improving the

accuracy of the coordinates at the larger scale.

Some kinds of sampling work badly. For example, Priyantha

et al. [21] show that sampling only nearby (low-latency) nodes can

lead to coordinates that preserve local relationships but are far from

correct at a global scale. Figure 7 shows the coordinates chosen for

nodes laid out in a grid when each node communicates only with

its four neighbors. This case is clearly a pathological one, but we

would like to characterize the boundary between normal behavior

and pathology.

The pathological case can be fixed by adding long-distance com-

munications, giving the nodes a more global sense of their place in

the network. But how much long-distance communication is nec-

essary in order to keep the coordinates from distorting? To answer

this question, we ran an experiment with a grid of 400 nodes. Each

node was assigned eight neighbors: the four immediately adjacent

to it and four chosen at random (on average, the random neighbors

will be far away). At each step, each node decides to communicate

either with an adjacent neighbor or a faraway neighbor. Specifi-

cally, each node chooses the faraway neighbor set with probability

p. Then a specific node to sample is chosen from the set at random.

Figure 8 shows the effect of p on the final accuracy of the coor-

dinates. When half of the communication is to distant nodes, co-

ordinates converge quickly. Convergence slows as the proportion

of distant nodes increases, but similarly accurate coordinates are
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Figure 8: The effect of long-distance communication on the accuracy

of the coordinates. Each line in the graph plots prediction error over

time for an experiment in which nodes contact distant nodes (as op-

posed to nearby nodes) with probability p at each time step.

eventually chosen for small proportions of distant nodes, suggest-

ing that even when only 5% of the samples involve distant nodes,

skewed coordinate placements like in Figure 7 will be avoided.

4.4 Adapting to network changes
Because Vivaldi constantly recomputes coordinates, it naturally

adapts to changes in the network. To test how well Vivaldi responds

to changes we created a synthetic “Transit-Stub” topology of 100

hosts using the ITM tool [2]. We used Vivaldi to find coordinates

for the 100 hosts; Vivaldi found a 6-dimensional fit using 32 ran-

domly chosen neighbors. We then changed the network topology

by increasing the length of one of the stub’s connection to the core

by a factor of 10. Figure 9 shows the median of the absolute error

predictions made by each node over time. Prior to time 100 seconds

the nodes have stabilized and the median prediction error is around

15ms. At time 100 the topology is changed to include the much

longer transit-stub link. Shortly after the change the median error

rises to 25ms the network quickly re-converges (by time 120ms)

to a new stable configuration. The error is higher during this time

period than at 99ms because the new configuration is more difficult

to model. To show this, we restore the original configuration at

time 300s. The nodes quickly reconverge to positions which give a

median error of again, around 15ms.

Vivaldi also scales to large networks. The algorithm uses a con-

stant amount of storage on each node, and as shown in the previous

section can use measurements of traffic that would have been sent

anyway. The algorithm has no requirements that scale even loga-

rithmically in the number of nodes, much less linearly.

The one exception is startup cost for an initial network. A net-

work of millions of nodes cannot coordinate itself from scratch in a

constant amount of time. However, networks of millions of nodes

tend not to spring up all at once. They start as smaller networks and

grow incrementally. Once there is a critical mass of well-placed

nodes in a Vivaldi network, a new node joining the system needs

to make few measurements in order to find a good place for itself.

That is, once there are enough nodes in the system, the joining cost

for a new node is only a small constant number of network samples,

regardless of the size of the network.

To demonstrate this claim, we initialized a 1,000-node network

using the King data set. Once that network had converged on accu-

rate coordinates, we added 1,000 new nodes, one at a time, measur-

ing the actual (not estimated) prediction error of each newly placed

node as a function of the number of samples obtained. Each new

node’s prediction error is as low as it will ever be after about 20

samples. New nodes are able to converge quickly because they be-

gin with a large initial time-step.
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Figure 9: Vivaldi is able to adapt to changes in the network. In this

experiment, we constructed a 100 node GTITM topology and allowed

Vivaldi to determine coordinates for the nodes. The median error is

plotted above against time. At time 100 one of the transit stub links

is made 10 time larger; after around 20 seconds the system has recon-

verged to new coordinates. The error of the new system is larger in the

original configuration. At time 300 the link goes back to its normal size

and the system quickly reconverges to the original error.
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Figure 10: The cumulative distribution of prediction error for 2-

dimensional Euclidean coordinates chosen by Vivaldi and GNP on the

PlanetLab data set (top) and the King data set (bottom).

4.5 Accuracy
To evaluate Vivaldi’s accuracy, we compared it against GNP [15],

a centralized algorithm, on the PlanetLab and King data sets. Fig-

ure 10 compares the cumulative distribution of prediction error for

the 2-dimensional Euclidean coordinates chosen by Vivaldi and

GNP for both the PlanetLab and King data sets, using using 32

neighbors (Vivaldi) or landmarks (GNP). Vivaldi’s error is compet-

itive with that of GNP.

In Section 4.3 we discussed how Vivaldi can avoid “folding” the

coordinate space by communicating with some distant nodes. We

also find that neighbor selection affects accuracy in another way:

preferentially collecting RTT samples from some nodes that are

nearby in the network improves prediction accuracy. This was first

demonstrated by PIC [3]. In the experiments presented in this sec-

tion, each Vivaldi node took measurements from 16 nearby neigh-

bors (found using the simulator’s global knowledge of the network)

and 16 random neighbors. Because GNP’s performance depends

on the choice of landmarks in the network, we performed 64 GNP
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Figure 8: The effect of long-distance communication on the accuracy

of the coordinates. Each line in the graph plots prediction error over

time for an experiment in which nodes contact distant nodes (as op-

posed to nearby nodes) with probability p at each time step.

eventually chosen for small proportions of distant nodes, suggest-

ing that even when only 5% of the samples involve distant nodes,

skewed coordinate placements like in Figure 7 will be avoided.

4.4 Adapting to network changes
Because Vivaldi constantly recomputes coordinates, it naturally

adapts to changes in the network. To test how well Vivaldi responds

to changes we created a synthetic “Transit-Stub” topology of 100

hosts using the ITM tool [2]. We used Vivaldi to find coordinates

for the 100 hosts; Vivaldi found a 6-dimensional fit using 32 ran-

domly chosen neighbors. We then changed the network topology

by increasing the length of one of the stub’s connection to the core

by a factor of 10. Figure 9 shows the median of the absolute error

predictions made by each node over time. Prior to time 100 seconds

the nodes have stabilized and the median prediction error is around

15ms. At time 100 the topology is changed to include the much

longer transit-stub link. Shortly after the change the median error

rises to 25ms the network quickly re-converges (by time 120ms)

to a new stable configuration. The error is higher during this time

period than at 99ms because the new configuration is more difficult

to model. To show this, we restore the original configuration at

time 300s. The nodes quickly reconverge to positions which give a

median error of again, around 15ms.

Vivaldi also scales to large networks. The algorithm uses a con-

stant amount of storage on each node, and as shown in the previous

section can use measurements of traffic that would have been sent

anyway. The algorithm has no requirements that scale even loga-

rithmically in the number of nodes, much less linearly.

The one exception is startup cost for an initial network. A net-

work of millions of nodes cannot coordinate itself from scratch in a

constant amount of time. However, networks of millions of nodes

tend not to spring up all at once. They start as smaller networks and

grow incrementally. Once there is a critical mass of well-placed

nodes in a Vivaldi network, a new node joining the system needs

to make few measurements in order to find a good place for itself.

That is, once there are enough nodes in the system, the joining cost

for a new node is only a small constant number of network samples,

regardless of the size of the network.

To demonstrate this claim, we initialized a 1,000-node network

using the King data set. Once that network had converged on accu-

rate coordinates, we added 1,000 new nodes, one at a time, measur-

ing the actual (not estimated) prediction error of each newly placed

node as a function of the number of samples obtained. Each new

node’s prediction error is as low as it will ever be after about 20

samples. New nodes are able to converge quickly because they be-

gin with a large initial time-step.
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Figure 9: Vivaldi is able to adapt to changes in the network. In this

experiment, we constructed a 100 node GTITM topology and allowed

Vivaldi to determine coordinates for the nodes. The median error is

plotted above against time. At time 100 one of the transit stub links

is made 10 time larger; after around 20 seconds the system has recon-

verged to new coordinates. The error of the new system is larger in the

original configuration. At time 300 the link goes back to its normal size

and the system quickly reconverges to the original error.
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Figure 10: The cumulative distribution of prediction error for 2-

dimensional Euclidean coordinates chosen by Vivaldi and GNP on the

PlanetLab data set (top) and the King data set (bottom).

4.5 Accuracy
To evaluate Vivaldi’s accuracy, we compared it against GNP [15],

a centralized algorithm, on the PlanetLab and King data sets. Fig-

ure 10 compares the cumulative distribution of prediction error for

the 2-dimensional Euclidean coordinates chosen by Vivaldi and

GNP for both the PlanetLab and King data sets, using using 32

neighbors (Vivaldi) or landmarks (GNP). Vivaldi’s error is compet-

itive with that of GNP.

In Section 4.3 we discussed how Vivaldi can avoid “folding” the

coordinate space by communicating with some distant nodes. We

also find that neighbor selection affects accuracy in another way:

preferentially collecting RTT samples from some nodes that are

nearby in the network improves prediction accuracy. This was first

demonstrated by PIC [3]. In the experiments presented in this sec-

tion, each Vivaldi node took measurements from 16 nearby neigh-

bors (found using the simulator’s global knowledge of the network)

and 16 random neighbors. Because GNP’s performance depends

on the choice of landmarks in the network, we performed 64 GNP
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Figure 11: The cumulative distribution of prediction error for 3-

dimensional coordinates chosen by Vivaldi using different numbers of

neighbors.

experiments with random landmark sets and chose the set that gave

the lowest median error.

The number of neighbors also affects the accuracy of Vivaldi.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of RTT prediction errors for vary-

ing numbers of neighbors using 3-dimensional coordinates. The

neighbors were chosen using half nearby neighbors as described

above. Vivaldi’s performance increases rapidly until about 32 neigh-

bors, after which time it does not improve much. GNP requires

fewer neighbors than Vivaldi (it works well with around 16), but

Vivaldi is less sensitive to neighbor placement and can use any node

in the system as a neighbor.

5. MODEL SELECTION
Vivaldi was inspired by analogy to a real-world (and thus three-

dimensional Euclidean) mass-spring system. As discussed in Sec-

tion 2, the algorithm can use other coordinate spaces by redefining

the coordinate subtraction, vector norm, and scalar multiplication

operations. In this section, we consider a few possible coordinate

spaces that might better capture the Internet’s underlying structure

for the King and PlanetLab data sets.

5.1 Triangle inequalities
Before considering any specific coordinate spaces, let us first

consider how well we can expect to do. Almost any coordinate

space we might consider satisfies the triangle inequality, which

states that the distance directly between two nodes A and C should

should be less than or equal to the distance along a path detouring

from A to B and then to C. One should only expect to be able to

find a coordinate space consistent with a set of inter-node latencies

if the latencies themselves satisfy the triangle inequality.

Figure 12 presents an evaluation of the extent of such violations.

For each pair of nodes, we found the lowest-RTT path through any

intermediate node and calculated the ratio of the RTTs of the indi-

rect and direct paths. Figure 12 plots the cumulative distribution of

these ratios for the PlanetLab and King data sets. The vast majority

of node pairs in the King data set are part of a triangle violation:

these small violations are due mainly to measurement inaccuracy.

A smaller number of severe violations are present in both datasets,

as well as in the analysis of Tang and Crovella [29]. Because only

around five percent of node pairs have a significantly shorter two-

hop path, we expect that both data sets will be “embeddable” in a

Euclidean space.

We also count the number of triples (i, j, k) that violate the con-

straint
∣∣∣xi − x j

∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣xk − x j
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣xi − x j

∣∣∣ + ε. We include the constant
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Figure 12: The cumulative distribution of the ratios of the RTTs of

the best two-hop path to the direct path between each pair of King and

PlanetLab nodes. The best indirect path usually has lower RTT than

the direct path.

term ε to avoid counting marginal violations (the error in measur-

ing these links is likely on the order of several milliseconds). For

ε = 5ms, we find that 4.5% of the triples in the King data set violate

the triangle inequality.

Of course, while a data set with many triangle inequalities will

do poorly in most coordinate spaces we’d consider, a data set with

few triangle inequalities still might not fit well into arbitrary coor-

dinate spaces. The small number of triangle inequalities in the data

only suggests that we are not doomed from the start.

5.2 Euclidean spaces
First, we explore the use of Euclidean coordinate spaces. These

have the familiar equations:

[x1, · · · , xn] −
[
y1, · · · , yn

]
=
[
x1 − y1, · · · , xn − yn

]

‖[x1, · · · , xn]‖ =

√
x2
1
+ · · · + x2n

α × [x1, · · · , xn] = [αx1, · · · ,αxn]

If we choose to use a Euclidean coordinate space, the first ques-

tion is how many dimensions to use. We use a principal com-

ponents analysis as in Cox and Dabek [4] and Tang and Crov-

ella [29], to characterize the dimensionality of Internet coordinates.

The analysis suggests that the coordinates primarily use two to

three dimensions, with little variation in the others. That is, in-

sofar as the data is Euclidean, it is only two- or three-dimensional.

This finding is a somewhat surprising result given the complexity

of the Internet.

Examining the data reveals that the latencies in the data are dom-

inated by geographic distance. If geographic distance were the only

factor in latency, a 2-dimensional model would be sufficient. How-

ever, the fit is not perfect, probably due to aspects of the network

like access-link delays and the fact that nodes often take inefficient

routes as they move from one backbone to another (as happens, for

example, in hot-potato routing). As we add more dimensions, the

accuracy of the fit improves slightly, probably because the extra di-

mensions allow Vivaldi more “wiggle room” for placing hard-to-fit

points.

Figure 13 plots the CDF of relative errors for 2-, 3-, and 5-

dimensional Euclidean coordinates, for both the PlanetLab and King

data sets. Adding extra dimensions past three does not make a sig-

nificant improvement in the fit. While using coordinates with more

dimensions does improve the quality of the fit, it also increases the

communication overhead required to run Vivaldi; for this reason
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• Experiments reveal that spherical systems are no 
more accurate than cartesian at modeling the 
internet: paths don’t wrap around

• 2-D accuracy can be improved with a height vector 
(not a third dimension, just an addition to the 
distance from every node)
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Figure 13: The cumulative distribution of Vivaldi’s prediction error

for various numbers of Euclidean dimensions for the PlanetLab (top)

and King (bottom) data sets.

we prefer the lowest dimensional coordinates that allow for accu-

rate predictions.

5.3 Spherical coordinates
Because we know that the distances we are attempting to model

are drawn from paths along the surface of a sphere (namely the

Earth), we might expect that a spherical distance function would

provide a more accurate model.

We adapted Vivaldi to use spherical coordinates; instead of ex-

pressing a force vector in Euclidean space, a node moves some

fraction of the angular distance towards or away from another node.

Figure 14 plots the CDF of relative errors for Vivaldi’s choice 2-

dimensional Euclidean coordinates as well as spherical coordinates

with varying radii, for the PlanetLab and King data sets and a syn-

thetic data set generated from a spherical model. In (a) and (b), the

error is large until about 80 ms; before this, the sphere’s surface is

likely too small for the nodes to spread out.

The spherical model’s error is similar to the Euclidean model’s

error and does not degrade as the radius is increased. This find-

ing suggests that all points cluster on one side of the sphere as the

sphere provides approximately 2πr2 of surface area, approximating

a Euclidean plane in which to work. To test this hypothesis we tried

Vivaldi on a synthetic network of nodes chosen to fit a sphere of ra-

dius 80 ms. The error for the spherical fit is zero when the radius

of the modeled sphere is 80ms. It degrades as the radius increases

beyond its optimal value. A fit to a 2-dimensional Euclidean space

produced a larger error than the (near-perfect) spherical model on

this data set.

We suspect that the underlying reason that spherical coordinates

do not model the Internet well is that the paths through the Internet

do not “wrap around” the Earth appreciably. Inspection of Internet

paths originating in east Asia suggests that few links connect Asia

and Europe directly. For instance, packets sent from Korea to Israel

travel east across two oceans rather than west across land. Some

paths do connect Asia and Europe directly, of course, but they are

not prevalent in the data. A spherical model assumes that such links

would always be used when they make the path shorter. Since this

case is not the usual one, the fact that the spherical model correctly

predicts the few paths across Asia is negated by the fact that it in-

correctly predicts the many paths that go the long way, avoiding

Asia. Anecdotal evidence gathered with traceroute on PlanetLab

nodes supports this observation.
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Figure 15: The cumulative distribution of prediction error for 2- and

3-dimensional Euclidean coordinates and height vectors chosen by Vi-

valdi for the PlanetLab (top) and King (bottom) data sets.

5.4 Height vectors
A height vector consists of a Euclidean coordinate augmented

with a height. The Euclidean portion models a high-speed Internet

core with latencies proportional to geographic distance, while the

height models the time it takes packets to travel the access link

from the node to the core. The cause of the access link latency may

be queuing delay (as in the case of an oversubscribed cable line),

low bandwidth (as in the case of DSL, cable modems, or telephone

modems), or even the sheer length of the link (as in the case of

long-distance fiber-optic cables).

A packet sent from one node to another must travel the source

node’s height, then travel in the Euclidean space, then travel the

destination node’s height. Even if the two nodes have the same

height, the distance between them is their Euclidean distance plus

the two heights. This is the fundamental difference between height

vectors and adding a dimension to the Euclidean space. Intuitively,

packet transmission can only be done in the core, not above it.

The height vector model is implemented by redefining the usual

vector operations (note the + on the right hand side of the subtrac-

tion equation):

[x, xh] −
[
y, yh
]
=
[
(x − y), xh + yh

]
∥∥∥[x, xh]

∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥x∥∥∥ + xh
α × [x, xh] = [αx,αxh]

Each node has a positive height element in its coordinates, so that

its height can always be scaled up or down.

The effect of these equations is the following. In a normal Eu-

clidean space, a node that finds itself too close to another node will

move away from the other node. A node that finds itself too close

to nodes on all sides has nowhere to go: the spring forces cancel out

and it remains where it is. In the height vector system, the forces

cancel out in the Euclidean plane, but the height forces reinforce

each other, pushing the node up away from the Euclidean plane.

Similarly, a node that finds itself too far away from other nodes on

all sides will move down closer to the plane.

Figure 15 shows that height vectors perform better than both 2D

and 3D Euclidean coordinates.

Examination of the coordinates that the height vector model as-

signs to hosts in the PlanetLab data set shows that the model cap-

tures the effect we hoped. Well-connected nodes, such as the ones

at New York University, are assigned the minimum height. Two
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Figure 14: The cumulative distribution of prediction error for spherical coordinates of various radii chosen by Vivaldi for the (a)

PlanetLab and (b) King data sets.

Brazilian nodes are assigned coordinates at approximately 95 ms

above the United States. Using traceroute on these nodes we see

that 95 ms is approximately the distance to the nodes’ connection

to the backbone of the Internet2 network inside the United States.

Because the Brazilian nodes send their traffic via the United States

to other nodes in this small data set they are best represented as 95

ms “above” the continental U.S. If there were a larger variety of

Brazilian nodes and links in the data set, the nodes would be given

their own region of the Euclidean plane.

5.5 Graphical comparison
The plots in Figure 16 show the final placement of nodes in two

and three dimensional Euclidean space and with height vectors.

The Euclidean plots have a cloud of nodes that are far away from

everyone and don’t seem to know where to go. These nodes are

also the bulk of the ones with large errors. The height plots have

a place for these nodes: high above the rest of the network. This

results in a smaller maximum node error for the height plots, as

well as a smaller median error. The smaller errors suggest that the

height vectors are a more accurate reflection of the structure of the

Internet for the nodes in the data sets.

6. RELATED WORK
A number of systems have been proposed for computing syn-

thetic coordinates. In addition, the mass-spring minimization used

by Vivaldi has also been used previously. Unlike any one of the

related systems, Vivaldi is fully decentralized, targets the Internet,

and adapts well to changes in the network. Vivaldi uses height

vectors to improve its latency predictions, while previous systems

mostly use Euclidean coordinates.

6.1 Centralized coordinate systems
Many existing synthetic coordinate systems involve a central-

ized component (such as a set of landmark nodes) or require global

knowledge of node measurements. Vivaldi’s main contribution rel-

ative to these systems is that it is decentralized and does not require

a fixed infrastructure.

Vivaldi was inspired by GNP [17], which demonstrated the pos-

sibility of calculating synthetic coordinates to predict Internet la-

tencies. GNP relies on a small number (5-20) of “landmark” nodes;

other nodes choose coordinates based on RTT measurements to the

landmarks. The choice of landmarks significantly affects the accu-

racy of GNP’s RTT predictions. Requiring that certain nodes be

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 16: The node placement chosen by Vivaldi for the King

data set (a) in two dimensions, (b) in three dimensions, (c) with

height vectors projected onto the xy plane, and (d) with height

vectors rotated to show the heights. The “fringe nodes” in (a)

and (b) are not as prevalent in (c).

designated as landmarks may be a burden on symmetric systems

(such as peer-to-peer systems). In addition, landmark systems, un-

like Vivaldi, do not take advantage of all communication between

nodes: only measurements to landmarks are helpful in updating

coordinates.

NPS [16] is a version of GNP which addresses system-level is-

sues involved in deploying a coordinate system. NPS includes a

hierarchical system for reducing load on the landmark nodes, a

strategy for mitigating the effects of malicious nodes, a conges-

tion control mechanism , and a work-around for NATs. NPS also

demonstrates how a landmark-based coordinate system can adapt to

changing network conditions by periodically communicating with

the landmark nodes and recomputing coordinates.

Lighthouse [19] is an extension of GNP that is intended to be

more scalable. Lighthouse, like GNP, has a special set of landmark

nodes. A node that joins Lighthouse does not have to query those

global landmarks. Instead, the new node can query any existing



Conclusions

• It is possible to accurately predict node 
latency

• using a simple coordinate system

• without explicit probes

• or global knowledge


